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Why You Should Read the Police Dossier:
“It Is the British Who Murder Our Presidents”

The air is thick with murderous incitements against
President Trump. Awake citizens have this thought: If
none of their lawfare works --as it appears not to work
at all, and only bolsters his support—assassination must
be what these true insurrectionists will try next. That’s
what we have heard over and over recently from
worried Americans fearing a national cataclysm or
worse.

Cowards, like Vivek Ramaswamy, claim that “they”
will never let Trump into the White House, that Trump
is “wounded,” and therefore Vivek or someone else
must now replace him in this fight. You can just hear
the donation-page on his website open its arms to the
wealthy billionaires who love such cowardly
opportunists. As if Vivek, or anyone else actually
committing to Trump’s America First, nationalist
policies to dismantle the police state and the Fed-Wall
Street-Defense-Intelligence racket, and to rebuild our
industrial and manufacturing economy on an American
System basis -- not just speechifying about these goals
-- would be immune from similar attacks or threats.
Ditto for RFK, Jr., a billionaire-financed and British
intelligence-managed decoy, deployed to split
anti-vaxers from Trump.

We have written a pamphlet about the British
imperial authors of three previous assassinations of
American presidents—McKinley, Lincoln, and
Kennedy. It is also about the British imperial
targeting of Trump from 2015 forward. Most
importantly, we locate why these American presidents
were targeted. It was not because of what they had done
-- although their policies were similar in intent to
Trump’s. It was what they had shown the potential to
do, with respect to disrupting British geopolitical
designs and schemes. In 2018, having failed to indict
Trump in the three-year Russiagate hoax they
orchestrated, the British House of Lords instructed that
he must not have a second term under any
circumstances. When they toured Washington for their
report, they were assured that both the Congress and the

intelligence and defense establishments would follow
their lead.

Now, as in every previous British-authored political
assassination, the world sits at a crossroads. If the
modern British financial empire and their assassins
succeed, the world will enter a New Dark Age of wars
and mass poverty, overseen by a massive surveillance
and social control apparatus -- at best. At worst, we will
perish in a nuclear conflagration. If, on the other hand,
we build the MAGA movement beyond its present base,
win the election overwhelmingly, and implement the
policies President Trump has campaigned on, then
America, with a mission to build a prosperous future for
all, without foreign wars, will emerge like a modern
Phoenix from the ruins of the last decades.

You stop assassins by exposing those who control
them. By naming the names of those in high places
who are the authors of these murderous schemes If
they know that, should anything happen to their target,
an informed and aroused public will be demanding their
own heads -- this exposure can turn would-be murderers
into the most fervent protectors of their former target.
Our pamphlet starts that necessary exposure. You can
view it using codes below.. Your donations
(lpac.co/donate) will help us secure the widest social
media distribution.
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